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Abstract -The aim of this paper is to study special graphs of permutation graphs. In this paper, we introduce two kind of 
permutation graphs cG and G . The first on cG  based on the number of disjoint cycle factors without the 1-cycle of 

permutation is given and the second one G  based on ambivalent and non-ambivalent conjugacy classes in alternating 

groups. Then we study some of the essential properties of permutation graphs cG and G  with their permutations as the 

vertices and discuss their structures as conjugacy classes in symmetric and alternating groups. In particular, we study the 
connected permutation graphs and connected permutation components of graph theory. Also, several examples are given to 
illustrate the concepts introduced in this paper. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A graph ),( EVG  is connected if there is a path 
from any point to any other point in the graph [3]. A 
graph that is not connected is said to be disconnected. 
For two vertices 1v  and 2v  ( 21 vv  ), the distance 

between 1v  and 2v is the number of edges in a 

shortest path joining 1v and 2v . The diameter of 
graph G is the maximum distance between any two 
vertices of G . An edge between just one vertex is 
called a loop [5]. The study of permutations and 
combinations is at the root of several topics in 
mathematics such as graph theory, number theory, 
algebra, and many other specialties.Any pair of  
permutations  and   in nS are conjugate iff they 
have the same cycle type [2]. The conjugacy class of 

nS is referred by ( )C  , where C depends 
on the cycle partition  of its elements. If this class 
splits into two conjugacy classes of nA , we denote 

these by . So nA  is ambivalent group iff each 

of  in nA  are ambivalent.If 

),...,,( 21 rkkk , then r  and we obtain 

. Since 1
21 ),...,,( rkkk

2 1( ,..., , )rk k k , every permutation in  is 
conjugate to its inverse, and the groups in which each 
element is a conjugate of its inverse are called 
ambivalent, we can see that   is an ambivalent 
group,but that is  not true in general for  alternating 

group nA , where if we assume 

}14,10,6,5,2,1{  we have ( ) are 

ambivalent groups and ( ) are non- 

ambivalent ones [6].Suppose, first, that
}1{ nS . Then )(supp  , the support of , is 

the set }1)(|{  ii  where },...,2,1{ n . 
So we say   and   are disjoint cycles iff
supp( ) supp( )   [6]. In recently years, the 
permutations have been researched in many fields 
like algebras, topological spaces and others see ([9]-
[16]). In this work we applied permutations in graph 
theory, we studied special graphs of permutation 
graphs and introduced two kind of permutation 
graphs cG and G . The first on cG  based on the 
number of disjoint cycle factors without the 1-cycle 
of permutation is given and the second one G  
based on ambivalent and non-ambivalent conjugacy 
classes in alternating groups. Then we study some of 
the essential properties of permutation graphs cG and

G  with their permutations as the vertices and 
discuss their structures as conjugacy classes in 
symmetric and alternating groups. In particular, we 
study the connected permutation graphs of graph 
theory. Also, several examples are given to illustrate 
the concepts introduced in this work. 
 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
We now begin by recalling some definitionswhich are 
needed in our work. 
 

C
C

)()( 1 

nS

nS

nnA ,

nnA ,
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Definition 2.1: [17, 18] 
Each nS  can be written as )(21 ....  c . With 

i  disjoint cycles of length i  and )(c  is the 
number of disjoint cycle factors including the 1-cycle 
of  . A partition  )(

))(),...,(),(( )(21  c  is called cycle type of

 . 
Definition 2.2: [2] 
Let  be a partition of n . We define nSC  to be 
the set of all elements with cycle type  . Also, we 
denoted to C by ( )C  , if  C .  
Theorem 2.3: [4] 
Let  C in nS  ( ). Then ( )C   does 
not splitiff either the nonzero parts of  are not 

all different or some of them are even. ( ( )C 
splits into two nA -classes  of equal orderin any 
other case).  
Definition 2.4: [20, 21]A graph G  is a pair ),( EV , 
where V  is a finite set and E  is a collection of 
unordered pairs in VV  . The elements of V  are 
referred to as the vertices of the graph and the 
elements of E are referred to as the edges. 
Definition 2.5: [7, 8] A graph ),( EVG   is 
connected if any of vertices yx, of G  are connected 
by a path in G ; otherwise, the graph is disconnected.  
Some of Results on Permutations 2.6(see [6]) 
(1)  is odd. 

(2) is even , so  

. 

(3) . . { ( ) :1 ( )}il c m i c      , the order of a 

cycle  is equal to the least common multiple of the 

set{ ( ) :1 ( )}i i c    . 

(4) If   and   are even  permutations, then

nA  . Also,   is conjugate to  in nA ( i.e

)
nA

, if  there exists even permutation nA  

such that  1 .  

(5) nA is ambivalent if and only if  )( 1
nA

, for 

any  in nA .  

(6) supp( ) supp( )   
  )(supp)(supp 11    and are 

disjoint cycles. 

(7) If supp( ) supp( )   , then   . 
Theorem 2.7: [4] 
For any  CC  in nA , let 

)}();4(mod3|{)(  ofmmm 
. Then  are ambivalent if and only if |)(|  is 
even. 
Lemma 2.8: [1] 

106521 ,,,, AAAAA and 14A are the only ambivalent 
alternating groups.  
III. CHARACTERISTICS OF PERMUTATION 
GRAPH 
 
Definition: 3.1 
Let )(21 ....  c  be a product of the disjoint cycles 

with nc S   )(21 .... . We say )(c  is the 
number of disjoint cycle factors without the 1-cycle 
of  . 
Remark: 3.2 
For any permutation   in symmetric group nS , we 

have )()(  cc  . 
Example: 3.3 
Let 10)95()32)(61( S , Then 

 7)(c )(3 c . 
Definition: 3.4 
 Let ),( nS  be a symmetric group. Then for any two 

permutations nS , , we say they are adjacent 

under   and denoted by n
),(  , for some 

characterization on permutations. This term 

n
),(   is hold for any nS  iff

)()(   . Also, n
),(   is hold for any

nS iff )()( 2   . 
Example: 3.5 
Let )813()911()122()151(  and 

)1493()615()710()112( be two 

permutations in symmetric group 15S and let c . 

Since )(4)(  cc   , then   and  are adjacent 

under c  [ i.e, 15),( c ].  
Definition: 3.6 
Let ),( nS  be a symmetric group and let 

};,,1|{ ekiH iin     be a subset of 

nS  where e  is identity permutation of symmetric 

group nS . A permutation graph G  is a pair 

),,( EH n where E  is a collection of unordered 

1n
)(

C

nAkkk r ),...,,( 21 r

nA )(cn 

)()1()sgn(  cn 



C
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pairs in nn HH  . The elements of nH  are referred 
to as the vertices of the graph and the elements of E 
are referred to as the edges. Also, any two vertices 

i , j  in nH  are adjacent n
),(  iff

Eji ),(  . Also, ),( ii   is called a loop under 

 iff Eii ),(  [i.e, )()( 2
ii   ]. 

 
Example: 3.7 
Let cGG  and  },,,{ 72113  H  be a 

subset of 13S   , where i  is defined by 









..),1313()1(

,),1(
OWifiii

numberprimeisiifii
i , for 

all 71  i . 
Then 

.1)()()()(,2)()()( 7532641   ccccccc 

Also, 13
2 ,0)( Hc ii   . So, there is no loop 

[since 13
2 ),()( Hcc iii   

]. Then 

)},(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,{( 757353725232646141 E
 
We represent a permutation graph G with the 
picture in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: A graph with 7 vertices and 9 edges. 

 
Remark: 3.8 
Two edges are adjacent if they share a common 
vertex. A path from i  to j  in a permutation graph 

is a sequence of adjacent edges such that i  is in the 

first edge of the sequence and j  is in the last edge 
of the sequence. 
 
Example: 3.9 
Let },,{ 3218 H  be a subset of 8S  , where 

i  is defined by 
31),1(  iiii . Then 

31,2)(  ic i


. Therefore, in Figure 2 the 

path ),)(,( 3221  from 1 to 3 .Also, 

31,20)( 2  ic i


. So, this permutation 
graph has no loop.   

 
Figure 2: A path from vertex 1  to vertex 3 . 

 
Definition: 3.10 
We say a permutation graph is permutation connected 
if for every pair of vertices there exists a path 
between them. All the permutation graphs we have 
seen so far are permutation connected. A permutation 
disconnected graph consists of multiple connected 
pieces called permutation components. 
Example: 3.11 
See example (3.5), we have Figure 1 shows a 
permutation graph that is not permutation connected 
with 2 connected permutation components.  
 
Remarks: 3.12 
Let },,,{ 21 knH    be a subset of nS and

cGG  . Then; 

1. G is a permutation connected graph if and only 

if  )()( ji   , for all kji  ,1 . 

2. G has at least two connected permutation 

components if and only if  )( i )( j , for 

some kji  ,1 . 

3. G is a permutation disconnected graph if and 

only if )()( ji   , for some kji  ,1 . 
 
Definition: 3.13 
Let nS , we define image   under the map 

}1,0{: nS by 








..,0

,,1
)(

1

WOif

if
nA
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Lemma: 3.14  
Let },,,{ 21 knH    be a subset of nS and

GG  . Then G is a permutation connected 

graph if ni A , for all ki 1 . 
 
Proof. Since ni A  for all ki 1 and 

GG  , then 0)(  i  for all ki 1  

and this implies that G is a permutation connected 
graph. 
 
Lemma: 3.15 
Let },,,{ 21 knH    be a subset of nS and

GG  . Then G is a permutation connected 

graph if n }14,10,6,5,2,1{ . 
Proof. Assume that n }14,10,6,5,2,1{ and 

GG  , then by lemma (2.8) we consider that 

1)(  i  for all ki 1 and this implies that G
is a permutation connected graph. 
 
Lemma: 3.16  
Let },,,{ 21 knH    be a subset of nS and

GG  . Then G is a permutation connected 

graph if for any ki 1 , the partition 
),,,()( )(21 ici    such that |)(| i is 

even. 
 
Proof. 
Assume GG  and for any ki 1 , the 

partition ),,,()( )(21 ici    such that 

|)(| i is even. Then by lemma (2.7) we consider 

that 1)(  i  for all ki 1 and this implies that

G is a permutation connected graph. 
 
Lemma: 3.17 
Let },,,{ 21 knH    be a subset of nS and

GG  . Then G is a permutation disconnected 

graph if for some  kji 1 such that ni A
and |)(| i is even for )( j . 

Proof. Suppose that for some kji 1 such that 

ni A and |)(| i is evenfor )( j .Since

ni A , for some ki 1 and GG  .Then 

0)(  i . Also, since |)(| i is evenfor )( j

.Thus 1)(  j  . Therefore, we have neither  

0)(  i  for all ki 1  nor 1)(  i  for all 

ki 1  . Hence G is a permutation disconnected 
graph. 
 
Remark 3.18 
By above lemma we have the permutation 
disconnected graph G has at least two connected 
permutation components. 
 
Lemma : 3.19 
Let cG ),( EH n  and G ),( EH n  be two 
permutation graphs. Then for any pair

nji H  , we have: 

(1) If j
nS

i   , then )()( ji cc    .  

(2) If j
nA

i   , then )()( ji   and

)()( ji cc    . 

Proof: (1) Suppose that j
nS

i   , then they have the 

same structure in symmetric group nS . That means 
they have the same partition. Therefore, we consider 
that )( i )( j

))(),...,(),(())(),...,(),(( )(21)(21 jcjjicii ji
   . 

This implies that 1)()(  mcc ji  and 

)()( jkik   , mk 1 . Then 

)()( ji cc    .  

(2)Also, if j
nA

i   …..(i), then 11   j
nA

i 

……(ii). Now, either 1)( i or 0)( i , 

when 1)( i , we have 1 i
nA

i  , but from (ii) 

we consider 1 j
nA

i  ……(iii) (since   is a 

transitive). From (i) ( i
nA

jj
nA

i    ) and (iii) (

1 j
nA

i  ), we get 1 j
nA

j  . Then 

)(1)( ji   . Furthermore, if 0)( i , 

we consider that i  and 1
i  are not conjugate in 

alternating group nA , let 0)( j , then

1)( j  and hence  1 j
nA

j  . This implies that 
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1 i
nA

i  (since j
nA

i   ). That means 1)( i . 

But this contradiction. Therefore 0)( j  and 

hence )(0)( ji   . Finally, since j
nA

i  
, then they have the same structure in alternating 
group nA . That means they have the same partition. 

Therefore, we consider that )( i )( j

))(),...,(),(())(),...,(),(( )(21)(21 jcjjicii ji
  

. This implies that 1)()(  mcc ji  and 

)()( jkik   , mk 1 . Then 

)()( ji cc    . 
 
Theorem 3.20: 
Let ),( EHG n be a permutationgraphand 

  CCH n  , where  are the conjugacy 

classes of nA . Then G is a permutation connected 

graph if )1(|4 i  for each parts i  of  for any 

the partition of nH  . 
Proof: 
In the first we need to prove that for each permutation 
 in C or C is conjugate to its inverse in nA (

i.e )1
nA

. Let  C of nS where

)(21 ...  c , i  are disjoint cycle factors and 

ii    , ))(1( ci    for each i  we 

have ),...,,( 21 i
iii

i bbb   . So, )1(|4 i 

ZMi 


4
)1(

(integer number) 





2

)1( i M2
2

)1( 
 i is even number. 

Let )....,)(,)(,( 24132
i

i

ii

i

ii

i

i
i bbbbbb   , then 

we have iiii
11    .Now we want to show that

i is an even permutation ).( ni Aei  since i  

is a composite of 
2

)1( i
 (The number of 

transpositions is even) ni A . So for each 

)),(1(  cii   ni A  such that 

iiii
11     .  Let )(21 ...  c 

nA (from 2.6 (4)). Also, since i
))(1( ci   disjoint cycles, then 

1 1supp( ) supp( ) ,i j      for each

))(1( cji  . If )supp()supp( ji   
 or supp( ) supp( )i j   for  some

))(1( cji   b  },...,2,1{ n  such 

that b )(supp)(supp 11
ji

   for some 

))(1( cji   (but this contradiction). Then 
supp( ) supp( )i j    and 

supp( ) supp( )i j  

ijjicji   ))(1( and

ijji   for each ))(1( cji  . So  

 

 
1

1
1

2
1

)()()(211)(21 ......... 
   cccc

 


1
1

1
2

1
)(211)(21 .........   cc

11
)(21

1
12)(

1
)(

1
2

1
1 )...()...(...     ccc .  

Finally for each 


   CCCC  or


  C , 

there exists even permutation nA such that 
11    . So is conjugate to its inverse in 

nA . Then 1)(  , for all nH and hence

G is a permutation connected graph. 
 
Corollary 3.21: 
Let ),( EHG n be a permutation graph and 

)(CH n  , where and )(C  is  a 

conjugacy class of nS . Then G is a permutation 
connected graph if  
(i) The nonzero parts of  are different and 

odd. 
(ii) )1(|4 i for each parts i  of )( . 
 
Proof: Since the nonzero parts of are different 

and odd, thus ( )C   splits into two nA -classes 

  by [Theorem (2.3)]. Then   CCH n   

, but )1(|4 i  for each parts i  of  for the 

partition of  Hence G is a permutation connected 
graph by [Theorem (3.20)] 
Example: 3.22: Let ),( 15 EHG  be a permutation 

graph and )(15 CH  , where

)14758111041312()159231)(6(  

C

1n

)(

)(

C
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is a permutation in 15S . Then

).9,5,1(),,()( 321   Therefore

( )C   splits into two 15A -classes  . So, 
  CCH 15 , but )1(|4 i  for all 

)3,2,1( i . Then are ambivalent in 15A and 

hence G is a permutation connected graph [since

1)(  , for all 15H ]. Also, for 

anypermutation   in 15H will be as the form 

 ))(,,,,)(,,,,,,,,( 54321987654321 cbbbbbaaaaaaaaa

15H . In other side, we consider that 

1542531864297531
2 ))(,,,,)(,,,,,,,,( Hcbbbbbaaaaaaaaa   

too. But 15H  splits into two 15A -classes   by 

[Theorem (2.3)] and  are ambivalent by 
[Theorem (3.20)]. Then 12

15

2 )(  
A

 and this 

implies that 1)( 2  , for all 15H . However, 

1)(   for all 15H . That means 

)()( 2    for any 15H  and hence there 

are 
45

)!15(!|| 15
z

nH (29059430400) loops, 

where 




z
nC !

 with )!(
1

r

n

r

rc crz 


 and  

}:{)()( ricc i
n

rr   (see Bump, 2004). 

Also, if ),( 5 EHG   is a permutation graph and 

)(5 CH  , where )54231(  is a 

permutation in 5S . Then ).5()()( 1  
Therefore ( )C   splits into two 5A -classes  .  
 
We can show each one of these classes  with 
their permutations as following: 
 

 
 
 

 
),24351(11  )}25431(12  . 

 
 

),25341(18 
),53241(),52431(),42351(),34251( 22212019  

}),35421(),24531( 2423   . 

Where )43521(#   and for any permutation 

)(),,,,( 54321  Caaaaa we have 

)(),,,,( #
42531  Caaaaa (see [19]). In other 

words,   CCH 5 , but )1(|4 1  . Then 

are ambivalent in 5A and hence G is a 

permutation connected graph [since 1)(  , for all 

5H ]. Also, for any permutation   in 5H will 

be as the form  ),,,,( 54321 aaaaa 5H . In 
other side, we consider that 

542531
2 ),,,,( Haaaaa   too. But 5H  splits 

into two 5A -classes   by [Theorem (2.3)] and 

 are ambivalent by [Theorem (3.20)]. Then 
12

5

2 )(  
A

 and this implies that 1)( 2  , for 

all 5H . However, 1)(   for all 5H . 

That means )()( 2    for any 5H  and 

hence there are 
5
)!5(!|| 5

z
nH (24) loops [see 

figure (3)].  

 
Figure 3:A graph has two connected permutation components. 
 
Lemma 3.23: 
Let ),( EHG n be a permutationgraphand 

)()(   CCH n  , where ,  ,  are 

even permutation  in nS . Then G is a permutation 
disconnected graph if  
(i) The nonzero parts of  are different and 
odd. 
(ii) 4 does not divided )1( i  for some parts i of 

)( . 

(iii) i|2 for some parts i  of )( . 

C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C
C

1n

)(
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Proof: Since the nonzero parts of  are different 

and odd, then ( )C   splits into two nA -classes 

  by [Theorem (2.3)]. Then 
)( CCCH n    , but the number 4 

does not divided )1( i  for some parts i  of 

)( . Then C and C  are non-ambivalent nA
-classes. That means   is even permutation exists in 

one of these classes and 1  exists in the other, 

therefore 1)(  . Also, since i|2 for some 

parts i of )( . Then i is not odd for some parts 

i of )( .Hence )(C  is not splits into two nA
-classes . Then the cojugacy class )(C  in 

nS  is the same in nA . That means 1
nA

( since

1
nS

, for any nS  ).Hence 0)(  . Then 

)( )(  and hence G is a permutation 
disconnected graph. 
 
Corollary 3.24: Let ),( EHG n be a permutation 

graph and )()(   CCH n  , where , 

 ,  are even permutation  in nS . Then G has 
exactly two connected permutation components if  
(i) The nonzero parts of  are different and 
odd. 
(ii) 4 does not divided )1( i  for some parts i of 

)( . 

(iii) i|2 for some parts i  of )( . 
 
Proof: By [Theorem (3.23)], we consider that G is a 
permutation disconnected graph and for any 
permutation )()(   CCH n  we have 

either )( C or )( C . This implies that 

either 1)(  or 0)(  . Hence there are only 
two connected permutation components.  
Example: 3.25: Let ),( 4 EHG  be a 

permutationgraphand )()(4   CCH  , 
where )41()32(),431)(2(    are even 

permutation  in 4S . Then G has exactly two 
connected permutation components (Since 

,nH  we have either [ 0)(  , if 

)( C ] or [ 1)(  , if )( C ] 

)where )(C ={ 1 (4)(123), 2   (3)(124), 

3  (4)(132), 4  (2)(134), 5  (3)(142), 

6  (2)(143), 7  (1)(234), 8  (1)(243)} 

and )(C ={ 1  (12)(34), 2  (13)(24), 

3  (23) (14)}. That means the first subset 

}81|{)(  iC i  of 4H  contains all the 
vertices of the first connected permutation component 
and the second subset },,{)( 321  C of 

4H  contains all the vertices of the second connected 
permutation component. Also, Eji ),(  and

Eji ),(  , for any 

)(,&)(,   CC jiji  . Therefore, 

),( 4 EHG  has two permutation subgraphs. 

However, Eij ),(   and Eji ),(   for any 

)(&)(   CC ij   [Since 

)()( ij   ]. That means there is no path 
between these two permutation subgraphs. Also, 

since








)(,1
)(,0

)( 2









Cif
Cif

, ,nH  

then there are 
1138|)(||)(||| 4    CCH  loops in 

the permutation graph ),( 4 EHG  .  

 
Figure 4:A graph has two connected permutation components. 
 
CONCLUSION   
 
For any permutation  in symmetric group the new 

operations )(c  and )( have been introduced in 

this work to investigate new permutation graphs cG

)(

C

C

1n

)(
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and G . Next, we study some of the essential 

properties of permutation graphs cG and G  with 
their permutations in as the vertices and discuss their 
structures as conjugacy classes in symmetric and 
alternating groups. In particular, we study the 
connected permutation graphs of graph theory. In 
future work, new classes of super-connected 
permutation graphs will be given and new 
equivalence relations will be found to partition the set 

nn SH  into equivalence classes ,,,, 21 kCCC   

under the relation that vertices 1  and 2  are 

equivalent iff there is a path from 1  to 2 and 

another from  2  to 1 .  
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